Our investigation of the magnetotransport in two charge ordered manganites with similar magnetic ground states reveals that the origin of magnetoresistance can not be concluded from the isofield resistivity, ρ(T, con- 
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a burst of interest in RE 1 of the A-site cations, orbital and charge ordering, and electron-phonon coupling can enhance the magnitude of the resistivity. 1, 3, 4 A large decrease of ρ(T) under an external magnetic field occurs close to the magnetic phase boundary: the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase boundary shifts up and the charge ordered, antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic or paramagnetic phase boundary shifts down in temperature with increasing field. 1 There is no clear consensus about the origin of magnetoresistance (MR) although the basic mechanism can be traced to the field induced ferromagnetic alignment of t 3 2g spins and the resulting delocalization of the e g -carriers. Structural transition, electron-spin-phonon coupling, melting of charge and orbital order, and phase separation which all can be magnetically tunable appear to play an important role in determining the magnitude of the magnetoresistance.
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The magnitude of MR is path dependent in some of the manganites: MR is lower when the sample is cooled in zero field (ZFC) prior to establishing a magnetic field at low temperature than when cooled in a field (FC) from high temperature. Only some investigators have payed attention to this aspect. [7] [8] [9] [10] However, its origin is not understood yet. properties: ferromagnetic transition at high temperature (T C = 240 K for LaCa, 265 K for PrSrCa) and charge ordering and antiferromagnetic transition at low temperature (T N = 170 K, T N = 140 K ≤ T CO for LaCa, T N = T CO = 170 K for PrSrCa). The ρ(T) of PrSrCa compound is metallic like (dρ/dT >0) in between T C and T N whereas it is insulating in LaCa. We will show that the origin of the resistivity irreversibility in these two magnetically identical compounds are different although they look the same from an isofield temperature scan.
II. EXPERIMENT
The polycrystalline Pr 0.5 Sr 0.41 Ca 0.09 MnO 3 (PrSrCa) and La 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 (LaCa)samples were prepared by the standard ceramic route and were characterized by neutron diffraction, electron diffraction and transport measurements. 12, 16 We remeasured the four probe resistivity of polycrystalline PrSrCa and LaCa using Quantum Design made Physical Property
Measuring System in different field modes: In the zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) modes, ρ(T) was measured while warming from 5 K in a field H1 after cooling in H = 0 and H = H1 respectively. Resistivity isotherms at 5 K in ZFC and FC were also measured.
In the FC(7T)-FW(H) mode, the sample was cooled from T = 300 K to 5 K in a high field of 7 T, then the field was reduced to a lower H value at 5 K and data were taken while warming in H. In the FC(H)-FW(0T) mode, the sample was cooled from T = 300 K to 5 K under a high field, the field was reduced to zero at 5 K and data were taken while warming in zero field. Ac susceptibility in H ac = 1 Oe and f = 100 Hz was also measured in 300 K-5 K temperature range.
III. RESULTS The ρ(T, 0) increases abruptly around 140 K while cooling and increases by more than 6 orders of magnitude in between 140 K and 5 K. Below 30 K, ρ(T, 0) becomes asymptotic to the temperature axis as seen previously. 13 While warming ρ(T, 0) exhibits a hysteresis over a wide temperature range (90 K-220 K) and also is the susceptibility (see the inset
Fig
in Fig. 1(b) ). Although the charge and antiferromagnetic orderings in LaCa are generally assumed to occur simultaneously ? , our results to be presented latter indicate that charge ordered clusters are present already at 220 K (i.e., in the ferromagnetic regions) even while cooling from 300 K. PrSrCa is comparable to ρ(ZFC)/ρ(FC) ≈ 3.8 x 10 4 for LaCa. Thus, from the isofield measurement alone it appears that a single mechanism is responsible for the irreversibility behavior.
In order to understand the origin of the irreversibility in details, we studied the field dependence of the resistivity, and the magnetization. in between T C and T N . A possibility is that charge ordered domains above T N but below T C are sandwiched between ferromagnetic domains and hence impedes charge transfer be-9 tween ferromagnetic domains. However, we can not arrive any definitive conclusion from the present study alone and future work should address this issue.
IV. DISCUSSION
Now we turn our attention again towards the origin of the field induced irreversibility in resistivity. The magnetization study suggests that the ferromagnetic phase fraction at (Fig. 2(a) ). So, the first possibility is that the high field state is metastable with a majority antiferromagnetic domains with nonzero net magnetisations coexisting with nanometric ferromagnetic clusters. In the double exchange picture 2 , the magnetization due to canting between two neighboring Mn 3+ and Mn 
